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1. 1NTRODUCTION

Nowadays, in large cities, organization of social

and economic life is increasingly dependent on tele-

Communication and lifeline networks. Hence, if an

earthquake occurs, in addition to immediate damage

and casualties, the disruption of lifelines can also

have a great impact. In that situation, earthquake

damage assessment for lifeline networks can be used

to start repalr work as quickly and effectively as

possible where it is most needed. For gas networks,

there is an additional problem due to the fact that

secondary damage like leaks or explosions can occur.

In that case, quick damage assessment immediately

after the earthquake is necessary to decide whether

or not an emergency shuトoff of the gas supply lS

necessary. The present system assesses earthquake

damage in the supply area using observed ground

motion characteristics and soil conditions.

2. 0RGANIZATION Ofl THE STIJDIED

NETWORIi

The considered lifeline network comprises plpelines

with minimum shut10ff zones that we can call ucon-

trol blocks" (or.'blocks" for short). Such a block

contains typlCally several main plpelines and several

hundred thousands customers. This study concen-

trates on damage assessment for one block.

As soil conditions are known to be a major factor

for earthquake damage estimation, each block is
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Figure 1 Layout of one control block

divided in zones by considering three soil types (see

Figure 1) and each zone is divided into square sub

-zones (with sides of 500m).

Several tens of SI (Spectrum lntensity) sensors

(Katayama et a1., 1988) are laid in each control

b一ock, as well as a few accelerometers. Their mea-

surements are transmitted to the control room by a

multiple radio telemeter system. The proposed sys-

tem uses this information to estimate damage and

motivate the shut-off decision.

Two parameters are chosen to represent the state

of the block: damage to bui一dings (customers'houses)

Rb, Which is defined as the equlValent percentage of

collapsed houses, and damage to pipes (buried pipe-

lines of the network) R｡, which is defined as the

number of leaks per km of pipeline.

3. OUTLINE OF THE MODEIJ

The general idea of the proposed system is to assess

damage in each sub-zone, where soil conditions are

reasonably homogeneous , and then take the weighted
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Figure 2　Flowchart of the study

average of the estimates in all sub-zones as the global

damage estimate for the whole control block. As

shown on Figure 2, damage assessment in each sub

-zone is made in two phases. First, One estimate is

calculated using observed ground motion characteris-

tics and soil conditions and then this value is correct-

ed with another estimate obtained from the magni-

tude and epicentral distance.

To assess damage to buildings in phase I, peak

ground acceleration Amax , which has a predominant

influence for buildings of short period , and SL which

is a good index for structures of medium period, are

taken into account (Ando et a1. , 1990). For damage

to pipes, Soil liquefaction is known to be an impor-

tant factor and thence the thickness of the liquefiable

sandy layer Hs is used in addition to the intensity of

ground shaking represented by SL On the other

hand, another damage estimate is calculated using

the earthquake magnitude M and the epicentral dis-

tance A. As this estimation method is not very pre-

cise, it is not applied to each sub-zone individually,

and the eplCentral distance of the center of the con-

trol block is used for all sub-zones.

Phase II damage estimation of each sub-zone is

perfomed by weighted summation of the estimates

obtained by the two methods. The damage estimates

for the whole control block are then obtained by

taking the weighted average. The weights wbi and叫i

in the summation represent the relative importance of

each sub-zone.

4. USE OF FUZZY INFERENCE

As the definition of the damage indices Rb and R｡

are not very precise and because their relations with

the input parameters (SI, Amax, Hs, M, A) are not

well known, fuzzy reasonlng is used to express

mathematically the imprecise knowledge that was

acquired from experience.

The idea of fuzzy inference (Mizumoto, 1988) is to

express the modelling of the system in simple natural

-language-like form. Instead of usual equations,

fuzzy inference rules are used. To construct a model

for fuzzy reasoning, We first divide the range of each

variable into linguistic values, for example from

Small to Large (see Figure 3) _ Each of these linguis-

tic values is represented by a fuzzy set and its mem-

bership function JL(X), which.can take values

between 0 and 1. For example in the case of the fuzzy

set "Small" and the variable SI, for each value of SI,

〟 (SI) represents the extent to which this value can be

said to be small. As the fuzzy sets used in the 3

different fuzzy inferences have a similar form, they

have been represented simultaneously in Figure 3: for

each inference one should read the corresponding

graduated axis.

In addition to the fuzzy sets, we also define infer-

ence rules as shown in Tables 1 to 3. For example,

Table 1 reads:

IF SI is Smal】　　and Amax is Small THEN Rb is Zero

IF SI is Small Med. and Amax is Small THEN Rb is Small

Once such a model is constructed, it is mathemati-

cally combined with observed values of the variables

to glVe the predicted damage, which will be a fuzzy

set.

The general form of a fuzzy inference rule is:

IF xl is Al.I AND x2 is Ai,2 AND･･-･AND x｡ is

Ai,∩ THEN yisBi i- 1--･m　(1)

where n is the number of conditions, m is the number

of rules, A,.i are fuzzy subsets (such as Small,

Medium-) representing the conditions of the rules

and Bi are the fuzzy subsets representing the conse-

quences of the rules.
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Table 1 Fuzzy inference rules for building damage

estimation using SI and Amax

FSH5... 

Sma一l �6ﾖ�､｢�ﾖ���川ed. ��ﾆVB��ﾆ�&vR�Large 

and Amax is �6ﾖ���Zero �6ﾖ�､｢�SmaJJ Med. 磐VB��M8d. Large 

Sma一l M令d. 沸W&��SmaI) �6ﾖ�ﾆﾂ�觀B��川ed. 晩���ﾆ�&vR�

川ed. �6ﾖ���SmaJJ 川ed. ��ﾆVB��川ed. Large 犯�&vR�

川ed. Large �7&��､｢�SmaJJ Mらd. ��ﾆVB��川ed. Large 犯�&vR�

Large �6ﾖ�､｢�ﾖ���Med. 蛮.vB��ﾆ�&vR�Large 蒜W'��ﾆ�&vR�

Table 2　Fuzzy inference rules for pipe damage esti一

mation using SI and Hs

JFSJis... 

SmalJ �7&��､｢�ﾖVB��川ed. 磐���ﾆ�&vR�Large 

and Hs is �6ﾖ�ﾄ｢�Zero 沸W&��Zero �6ﾖ�､｢�Small 川ed. 

Small Med. 沸W&��Zero �6ﾖ�､｢�SmaH 川ed. 磐VB��

Med. 沸W&��SmaJJ �6ﾖ�､｢��ﾆVB��Med. 磐���ﾆ�&vR�

Med. Large �6ﾖ�､｢�SmaJJ M8d. ��ﾆVB��Med. Large 犯�&vR�

Large �6ﾖ�､｢�ﾍ�VB��M.ed. ��ﾆVB��ﾆ�&vR�Large 蒜W'��ﾆ�&vR�

Figure 3　Fuzzy sets used for fuzzy inference: three fuzzy inferences are performed and the variables used in each one of

them are indicated by the symbols ①, ②, ③ respectively.

This type of set of rules being adopted as a model,　　for y, which is represented by the fuzzy set B′ defined

valuesfor xl, X2--X｡ are measured and represented by the membership function　ノ上｡′(y) (Mamdani

by the fuzzy subsets A∴　A2′--Aれ′(for example method):

"around 20 cm/S"∴tapproximately 100 cm/S2" etc JLB′(y) - >MIVjLBl(y)　　　　　　　　　( 2 )

･･････).

where
The result of fuzzy inference is the predicted value
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Table 4　Damage prediction for some past earthquakes

DahSet 悩�WD棉�V�ｶTWfV蹌ﾂ��ﾆ�6V��'6W��F柳��SⅠ ��uHuI�蛯�M ���Ob朗汀VedBtdlding 磐7FVB�F�ﾖ�vV'��Mcted Dam喝eby 

NⅥmtw �(cmJs) 中6ﾔｧ3"��中&竰�Damage(%) �8uF�襭��uX覆３��MandA (%) 

1 ��田B綯��d譁堀,｢�V�'F��V�ｶT譁没����32.0 ��S偵��7.5 鉄B�H紹yyI)amagedue to且qu6触ion ��繝B�0.38 

2 白��田b紕綉ﾖ�ﾇ7W6�&��V�ﾙ��V�ｶT�6����26.7 田��纈�5.1 釘紕�8.19 ���#��0.32 

3 白��田b紕��tﾖ�G7W6�&��V�ﾈﾇ�V�ｶRﾄ�6����10.I �33��"�5.0 �2綯�0.0 ����2�0.32 

4 ��田ゅR��eF�6�ﾖ���Y�VFﾇ�V�ｶRﾄ����39.7 �#S"���7.9 �#3r�0.96 ��苴｣��0_24 

5 ��田ゅR��eF�6�ﾖ���V�ﾈﾇ�V�ｶRﾄ��6�踐��37_6 �##B紕�7.9 ��sb�5.16 唐����8.24 

6 ��都ゅb��$ﾖ蘭�v椿ｶV籔���Xﾈﾇ�V�ｶRﾅ6���ﾖ��59.1 �3�b縒�7.4 ���2�･0.43 �"縱��0.07 

7 ��都ゅb��$ﾖ蘭�v椿ｶV籔���V�'F��V�ｶRﾅ6V襷���48.8 �#Sゅ��7.4 ��3��0.4 ��經��.0.07 

名 ��價�2絣�#d譁�豸�椿6Ⅲ'R�V�'F��V�ｶRﾄ�ｶ友��34.0 �#�R�"�7.7 ���r�0.2 ����b�･0.16 

9 ��ｳ塔r��"��t6�&�ﾖｶV簫�F��ﾓ�ｶ之�'F��V�ｶRﾄ6�&��15.2 �3#"�2�6.7 鉄R�Nodamage ����2�0.01 

lO ��塔r��"��t6�&�ﾖｶV簫�柳��ﾖ�悩D���V�ｶRﾂ�V�6班&�ｧR�35.0 �2CB絣�6.7 鉄"�Ah105tnOdamage. DisT)1acedseawans ����2�0.01 

ll ��塔偵r纉�ｧRﾖ��蹈�D��ﾒ��椿wV���G7TXﾈﾇ�V�ｶRﾂ�友��41.8 �#32紕�5.5 澱�"�No血mageto buildings.Damage togasplPeSin10 T)laces ���#��0.32 

12 ��塔偵����tﾆ��譁WF��V�'F��V�ｶRﾄ6�ﾈﾇF�2�59.0 田�r縒�7.1 迭�Heayydamage �#�紕�6.5 

13 ��塔偵����tﾆ��譁WF��Y�WF��ﾆﾆ�ｶRﾅv�&�f遊R�55.I �3S"�2�7.1 免ﾂ�Heavydamage ��縱��4.9 

14 ��塔偵����tﾆ���FWF��Y/友ﾆﾇ�V�ｶRﾄﾖVF���&ｵd��26.9 �#モ���7.1 鉄B�No血mage ����R�0.17 

Table 3　Fuzzy inference rules for damage estimation

using 班 and △

FMiS." 

Small �6ﾖ�ﾆﾂ�ﾖVB��川ed. 磐VB��ﾆ�&vR�Large 

and A iS �6ﾖ���Med. 磐VB��ﾆ�&vR�Large 蒜W'��ﾆ�&vR�Very Large 

SmaJJ �6ﾖ�､｢�川ed. ��ﾆVB��Larg.白 蒜W'��

川ed. ��ﾆVB��犯�&vR�犯�&vR�

Mod.. �6ﾖ�ﾆﾂ�SmaJJ Med. ��ﾆVB��Mod. Large 犯�"誚R�

川ed. Large 沸W&��SmaJJ �6ﾖ���ﾘ.vB��川ed. 蛮.vB��ﾆ�#唐�

Large 沸W&��Zero �6ﾖ�ﾆﾂ�SmaJJ Mod. 兔ｦVB��

Ml- <M..i and Ml,i- >JLA′｣ (XJ) <JLAl,〕 (Ⅹ〕)  ( 3 )

)               XJ

h the above equations usual notations　>　for

maximum and < for minimum are used.

In our case, n-2 (2 Conditions) , m-25 (25 mles).

xl-SI (respectively SI, M) , Ⅹ2-Amax (resp. Hs, D)

y-Rb (resp. R｡, Rb Or R｡).

Examples of application of the proposed method

are shown in the next section.

5. RESUIJTS AND ASSESSMENT OF

THE加IETHOD

The present method has been applied to past earth-

quakes in order to test its validity. Because of the

lack of precise data concerning earthquake damage

distribution, Only a few events have been taken into

account. Table 4 shows the results obtained by the S1

-Amax method and the M-△ method. - The columns

co汀eSpOnding to predicted damage contain the

centroid of the obtained fuzzy damage indices.

Results are not always perfect, but most of the time
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Tokachi･Okj E., Aomori

(Data Set No. 4)

.001 .01　.1　　1　10　100

BujJding DaTTlage (%HJog)

d. ILISJaquJaE

Miyagiken-Oki E., Shjogama

(Data Set No. 6)

Mjyagiken･Oki E., Sendai

(Data Set No. 7)

･001 ･01 ･1　1　10　100　　　　.Col .01 .1　1　10　1(氾

Building Damage t%HJog)　　　　　Bui)ding Damage (%) (Jog)

Figure 4　Predicted fuzzy damage for few data sets of Table 4

satisfactory. Table 4 shows only the centroid of the

obtained resu一ts, but by looking at the full results

(examples are given in Figure 4) one can see that the

obseⅣed value is almost always within the range

where the membership function of the predicted value

is non zero (except for data sets No. 1, 5 and ll).

The estimate using SI and Amax takes soil condi-

tions implicitly into account because it uses ground

motion characteristics actually observed at the site

and thence should be better than the M-A estimate,

which does not depend at all on soil conditions.

Nevertheless, the results show that it is not always

so. As a matter of fact, in these examples only one

value of SI and Amax is known for an entire city. The

damage estimate we obtain by using these values

might be satisfactory in the immediate su汀Oundings

of the measurement point, but not necessarily for a

larger area. In that situation the M-A estimate,

which is rougher but more general, is used to miti一

gate the effects of the particularities of the soil

conditions at the measurement point.

A linear combination of these two estimates is used

as the phase II damage estimate in the sub-zone:

Rbi-f2b′Rb,′+f2b′′Rb" ; R｡.-a,′R｡i′+Sも′′R｡′′ ( 4 )

The weights f2b′, t2b′′ Sも′ and fら′′ are not easy to

determine for optimum damage estimation. They

depend on the number of measurement points and the

precision of soil zonlng. in the case of the present

examples where measurement points are scarce , the

M-A method should be given a big importance where-

as in the case of the gas supply area, where we can

hope to have a dense monitoring system, its weight

should be considerably reduced.

6. FINAlJ DA二MAGE ESTIMATION AND

FURTHER DEVELOP加IENT OF THE

SYSTEM

Once damage assessment has been made in each sub

-zone by the method described in Sections 4 and 5,

yielding the damage indices Rbi and R｡i, the global

damage estimates Rb and R｡ for the control block are

calculated by weighted average:

Rb-∑叫,iRbl ; 良,-∑W｡jR｡i

l 1

(5)

The weights　心bl and upi represent the relative

importance of sub-zone i, that is to say, the relative

number of buildings in the sub-zone for ubi and the

relative pipe lengthinthe sub-zone for Li)｡i.

The summation of the fuzzy sets is made by using

arithmetics of fuzzy numbers (see Kaufmann and

Gupta, 1985).

The damage estimation procedure described here is

used in the case of a gas supply network as a part of

a computer system aimed at decision assisting in case

of emergency. The system uses the values of the

parameters observed in the supply area in order to

estimate damage and displays the results as maps in

which the centroid of the obtained fuzzy damage

indices are plotted.

Once the procedure described in the flowchart of

Figure 2 is performed , the damage state of the consid-

ered control block is known through the two fuzzy

川日HH日日‖IJI日日HJ川川IHIlHH川川日日川)川lH川日日lJJ)H=川日日‖川日日日日日日日日J日日川日日lHHlJJ川HH日日日日日日川川川日日川川日日J
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sets Rb and R｡. Fuzzy decision analysis with two

variables is then applied to decide whether it is

preferable to cut or maintain the gas supply in the

block. The results of the decision analysis are also

displayed graphically in order to guide the decision

maker in his choice.

7. CONCLUSION

In a large city , lifelines are especially vulnerable to

an earthquake. In that situation, earthquake damage

estimation can be useful to start efficient repair work

as soon as possible. In the case of a gas supply

network, quick damage assessment is even more

important because it is necessary to shut off the

supply in the relevant areas in order to prevent leaks

or explosions.

The system proposed in this paper estimates earth-

quake damage in each sub-zone of a buried pipeline

network by fuzzy reasonlng from observed ground

motion characteristics and soil conditions. The

obtained estimate is then corrected considering the

earthquake magnitude and the eplCentral distance.

Results of example calculations are shown and

compared to values measured during past earth-

quakes. A global damage estimate for each block of

the network is obtained by taking the weighted aver

age of the estimates in all sub-zones of the block.

(Manuscript received, October 1, 1991)
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